Addendum for Unity 3.4.1.0

In Unity 3410, the Windows hardening script creates four special Windows User Groups for the local EMS PC. These four default groups correspond to the roles that are associated for authorized users:

- **ElectAdmin** – Has access to all ES&S application installed on the system.
- **ElectDefine** – Has access to those applications required to define the election.
- **ElectResult** – Has access to the application (ERM) required to report election results.
- **ErmOnly** – Has access only to the ERM application. (Texas Mode)

During our internal testing we discovered that ElectDefine and ElectResult had the same rights as the ElectAdmin user. After reviewing, we were able to rectify this situation by simply adding steps to the Hardening Procedure Manual and revising the Post Install Script. No source code, firmware, software or trusted builds are affected or need revision.